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Deans: Coordinate all activities during the CON, makes sure that all events happen close
to, if not, on time and must support/help all YELLers. The Dean basically leads the whole
CON through the schedule. Most labor intensive, need to do work on schedule with CoCo-Co’s before con and also work all the time during con and stay till everyone goes
home. 2 People.
Cooks: Cook all meals during the con. Helps coordinate cleaning efforts for all meals,
but does not have to clean. Usually extremely labor intensive during con, though work
can be sporadic. Also has to make and coordinate gathering the menu before con. 2 or 3
people.
Workshop Coordinator: Contacts attendees to make sure that workshop leaders are
found and that there is a mix of activities including energetic, talking, and craft making.
Moderate level of labor required, as the WC does much of their job before a CON.
1 person.
Worship Coordinator(s): Plans worships for Friday and Saturday nights (and Sunday
night for Elections CON). May also plan worships for mornings. This job involves tons
of creativity and can be done by one central person or by one person coordinating a
group. Council has asked to see a mix of old traditional worships and new exciting
possibilities. Involves planning before and bringing supplies to CON. Medium level of
labor required. 1 or many persons.
Tough Group Leader: A Touch Group Leader is responsible for providing activities for
their touch group to do during touch group time. Activities can range from playing a
game to holding a discussion to a bonding activity or more! A Touch Group Leader must
be forceful when it comes to cleaning up the kitchen and on Sunday morning. Creativity
is a plus, but not a requirement. Medium level of labor, as the book Deep Fun can help
with activity planning. Several persons
Gopher: May makes trips to get necessities for conferees/cooks a couple of times during
a CON. Example: goes to get extra ingredients for food preparation. This person must
be a licensed driver, over 18 and have their own car. Low level of labor required. 1
person

